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Members of the Communication Workers of America Local 1102 and several
other unions demonstrate outside the Manor Road Post Office.
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Staten Island post office is pulpit for union rally in aid of
middle class
Published: Wednesday, April 18, 2012, 4:42 AM     Updated: Friday, April 20, 2012, 11:36 AM

STATEN ISLAND, N.Y. -- Massing at the

Manor Road Post Office, some 100 union

members harnessed the potent symbolism

of Tax Day to demand an end to what they

characterize as a greed-driven erosion of

middle-class security.

Unions represented at yesterday's rally

included the American Postal Workers

Union, AFL-CIO, Local 300 of the Mail

Handlers Union, the Amalgamated Transit

Union Local 726 and the Communication

Workers of America Local 1102.

George Botts, vice president of ATU 726,

said uniting is necessary because "an attack

on one of us is an attack on all of us." His

union has been without a contract from the

MTA since 2009.

Botts raised the specter of a future in which union guarantees might not be available for future generations of the

middle class.

Paul Alexander, president of the National Association of Letter Carriers, decried plans to shift the Manor Road

Post Office processing to Brooklyn.

"The [Postal Service] is making all the wrong moves," he said. "And those moves are going to cost people their

jobs. They are going to disrupt neighborhoods and they are going to disrupt the quality of postal service that we

have."

Andre Segarra, chief steward with CWA Local 1102, said Verizon is asking for increased fees that would

ultimately see him pay $550 out of pocket each month to help his learning-disabled son.

"I don't know about you, but I am already treading water," he said, "and if I have to take on an additional $550
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fee just for my son, I might as well be out of work because I can't afford it."

The CWA has been without a contract from Verizon for almost a year.

On the day when Americans were bound to settle accounts with the IRS, CWA Local 1102 President Ed Luster

said that corporations like Verizon "are not paying their fair share of taxes ... and that's not right."

John J. Bonomo, a spokesman for Verizon, disagreed: "Verizon pays its fair share of taxes. And the company

provides for good, solid, upper-middle-class jobs. ... Rallies such as this do nothing to advance or affect

negotiations."

Bonomo added that Verizon's union-represented employees on Staten Island pay nothing toward their monthly

health care premiums, "making them part of the about one percent of U.S. workers who currently enjoy that

luxury."

The MTA and the USPS did not return requests for comment.

Yesterday's speakers included a representative of state Sen. Diane Savino and Staten Islanders for Change.

Passing drivers honked their horns to show support.
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Is this story for April Fools Day? These people have jobs, and protected union jobs. Are they kidding?
Verizon employees pay nothing for their health care premiums? Seriously, and the union complains? As far
as the others. city employees (can't call them workers now, can we) enjoy benefits the real middle class who
works for private industry never will see. And while they are at it, why not mention why New York State has
high taxes and they City between the stealth property tax increases, and increases in "fees", has a middle
class flight?
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FACT CHECK

Verizon has NOT PAID a cent in federal taxes since 2007.

The corporation earned $33.4B (BILLION) from 2008 to 2010 and had a -2.9% tax rate.

Its two CEO's during 2011, Ivan Seidenberg (January to August) and Lowell McAdam (August to
December) were paid a combined $53M (MILLION)

The notion that employees pay "nothing" for benefits is misleading. Over the past 23 years, its union
represented employees AGREED (with the corporation during contract negotiations) to accept less in
wages in return to maintain a higher quality level of medical benefits.
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Funny how the rep from Verizon has a problem with these guy's not paying for benefits" making them part of
the about one percent of U.S. workers who currently enjoy that luxury." but I know he doesn't have a problem
with the top 1% not paying there fair share of taxes.
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Blandjoe, what is their fair share of taxes?
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In the 1950s - an era most conservatives look upon with an almost religious reverence - it was 91 per
cent!
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One more thing, like the city promise of not collecting tolls on the Verrazano Bridge, once it was paid off, like
the cable tv telling us there would be no commercials on cable, we are paying and paying and paying.
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i can support the post office when they give all the NON CAREER people who are delivering your mail
benefits...which they are NOT. They hired tons of new employees, who they tried to get them to sign up to
pay union dues, who do the very grueling job of delivering the mail, but do NOT give them any health benefits
or savings plans.....so in other words, those new employees can pay the dues to cover the CAREER
employees salaries, health benefits and fat pensions. Oh and as far as Paul Alexander, I heard he only
delivers the mail on Saturdays, and the rest of the week he does "union duties" from his union office which is
in the basement of his home? Is that true? Unions are not the countries friend anymore as they operate far
off from what they were created to do.
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I'll believe unions are people when Texas executes one.
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I wouldn't believe tea party members were human, even it Texas executed one of them.
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A standing offer of $1,000 dollars (i'd make it a million but it would not seem believeable) if anyone can show
where "the city promised to have a free V-Z bridge once it was paid off". Talk about an urban legend and
stupidity, this is it. How could anything be free when the bridge was financed by bonds (not taxes)? Some
people just love to rant without any knowledge of what they are talking about. Like these Big Union bosses
who get way overpaid and get the workers to pay and pay and complain and complain. Unions day done. The
average worker has had enough of their greed.
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Funny. The "average worker" gave up health care benefits, gave up pension plans, have not had a
real wage increase in over a decade, then they call union members greedy for fighting to keep what
they threw away.

Why The Anger April 18, 2012 at 8:11AM
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Staten Island's poltical landscape has to be the laughing stock of the country as well as symbolic for what is
really wrong with our system of elections...We have the North Shore- teeming with people who generally
prefer democratic ideology, but don't get off their duff often enough to make it happen...Mid Island- a haven
for civil servants, union job holders, and dual income families, who benefit from democratic ideology, but don't
always support it (not just specific candidates, but their own ideals). Finally the South Shore- business
owners, executives, non-union upper management-ready and willing to follow conservative ideals that further
their bottom line...of course there are exceptions, and the social issues are not confined to any particular
area, but for the most part, although we are on a single mass of land, we are miles apart. All this just to say; If
you are not happy with your elected official-vote, if you are happy with your elected official-vote, but for
goodness sake, can we all seek to be just a little more informed in our choices...Gov Scott Walker is the best
modern example of what happens when an uninformed or lazy electorate gets saddled with someone they
didn't want or worse, who actively seeks to destroy the things they desire. Let him be the last one that 'got
away'.

TomPaineJackReed April 18, 2012 at 9:56AM
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Hey-- maybe you should do that volunteer thing down at the ferry!! Show everyone the Staten Island political
landscape..
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